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Char les T. Ambrose , MD
The author was elected to AHA as a faculty member
at the University of Kentucky in 1980. He is a professor
in the Department of Microbiology and Immunology at
the University of Kentucky in Lexington. Besides teaching
pathogenic microbiology, he is a longtime instructor in the
history of medicine and the history of microbiology.
Much of the information about Robley Dunglison is found
in his "Autobiographical Ana."' The word "ana" is a com
monly used suffix, as in "Osleriana," and includes the say
ings of a person, his notes, literary trifles, or gossip.
During the early niteenth century Europeans commonly judged American medicine inconsequential. Int  Edinburgh Review of 1820, an Anglican clergyman
wrote, "What does the world yet owe to American physicians
or surgeons?" 2p3+ But within the next two decades that ques
tion was answered by notable advances in medicine made
by Americans.' Nevertheless, the U.S. journal. The Medical
Record, reported that between 1859 and 1869 Europeans had
published more than four thousand works in all branches of
medicine compared to five hundred for Americans.
"The significant contributions made to medicine by Americans in
the early 1800s include: William Beaumont's studies on gastric physi
ology during the 1820s and 1830s; William Wood Gerhard and Alfred
Stille of Philadelphia made the clinical distinction between typhus
and typhoid fever in the 1830s; Oliver Wendell Holmes elucidated the
epidemiology of childbed fever in 1843, five years before Hungarian
Ignaz Semmelweis; ether anaesthesia was introduced in the 1840s,
and before that, advances In general surgery were made by John
Warren, Valentine Mott, and Philip Syng Physick; and notable steps
in gynecology were made by Ephriam McDowell, Nathan Smith, and
J a m e s M a r i o n "
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